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INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery in 1985, C60 has been the subject of intense studies. Most of its astonishing properties
can be explained by its particular electronic structure. However, very little is known about C60

+, which is of
great interest for astrophysics and solid state physics. Characteristics as fundamental as the shape of the
cation are still under debate. Because of its high symmetry, C60

+ experiences a Jahn-Teller distortion and
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation commonly used to obtained adiabatic potential energy surfaces is
not applicable in this case. A recent analytical model [2] predicts different equilibrium geometry depending
on the electron-phonon coupling strength. The number of vibronic states is shown to be directly correlated
to the geometry. We have recently measured the valence photoelectron spectrum of C60. The three-peak
structure of the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) is clearly resolved and strongly supports a
D3d geometry for C60

+ in its ground state.

EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed on beamline 10.0.1 at the ALS. A resistively heated oven generated an
effusive beam of C60. The photoelectron spectra were recorded in a crossed beam configuration using a
Scienta SES-200 hemispherical analyzer at the magic angle. The spectrometer was operated at 20 eV pass
energy and the photon resolution was set to 10 meV.

RESULTS

Semi classical and ab-initio calculations agree to attribute Hu symmetry to the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) of C60. The JT active modes are then of h and g symmetry. As this outermost orbital is
highly delocalized over the rigid frame of 60 carbon atoms, any distortion is supposed to be small and the
resulting ionized states are going to be best described as originating from a dynamic JT effect. The
corresponding static H�(h�g) JT problem was investigated analytically [1]. Minimization of the adiabatic
energy surface for this problem results in wells of either D5d or D3d symmetry depending on the coupling
strength. The dynamic JT problem can then be solved in the tunneling regime [2] to find the Ih symmetrized
combinations of the states associated with the wells. The findings are the following: if the coupling is very
strong, the absolute minimum has a D3d symmetry and there are 3 tunneling states of A (not degenerate), G
( 4 times degenerate) and H (5 times degenerate) symmetry. In the case of weaker coupling, the absolute
minimum is of D5d symmetry and there are 2 tunneling states of A and H symmetry.

The present analysis of the bandshape in photoelectron spectra recorded at the magic angle strongly
supports the first experimental evidence of a D3h equilibrium geometry. The fitting procedure with
asymmetric gaussians (Fig 1). allows the extraction of 3 bands I, II and III of area in the 1:4:5 ratio,
corresponding to the tunneling states. An attempt to model the envelope with only 2 underlying peaks fails
to reproduce the overall shape and doesn�t give the areas in the 1:5 ratio. This rules out the possibility of a
D5h geometry predicted by an INDO calculation [3] and raises the question of the validity of the
perturbative approach often used to derive some of the properties of this material, as the D3h geometry is
the signature of a strong electron-phonon interaction [2].
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Fig.1: Fit of the HOMO band by three asymmetric gaussians. � indicates the difference between the data
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